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Instructions for the safe use of MILVUS products:
How to use this manual:
Read this manual completely and carefully before you use any MILVUS products.
- Consider the contained instructions and warnings.
- A warning indicates a potential, dangerous situation. If not avoided, it can cause heavy or deadly injuries.
- If you have any questions after reading this manual contact MILVUS.
- This Instructions have been written and published to present the current safety information during the release. The information can be changed. The latest instructions you can find under
http://www.milvus.aero/safety

Warning – Free Controls of aircraft/sailplane
Control before any flight that the apparel don’t influence the steering and controls of your aircraft in negative way. Our products have been tested and checked in the most common types of
aircrafts. Since there are much different kind of aircrafts and types, it is not possible to test und check our products in all models of aircrafts. Because of this reason, the possibility and danger
exist, that certain products do not guarantee the free steering and controls of your aircraft.
Because of this reason check and control beside the official Aircraft Checklist the following points:
- Check the controls (stick, rudder, trims and airbrakes) for free movement throughout their range.
- Check especially all the controls with open and closed zippers, Velcro fastener and pockets and ensure that you don’t catch/hang on anything or that your controls are limited.
If you observe, that a product from MILVUS influence the steering and controls of an aircraft in negative way, we ask you to inform us immediately. This allows us to inform and call attention to
other clients. In addition send us a photo and an explanation from the observed limitation of steering and controls of aircraft with the exact type of aircraft at info@milvus.aero
Together with the sales of receipt you’re enable to send the product back to MILVUS. After the reception of the goods he amount will be paid back within a few days. Therefore follow the
Instructions of returns under http://www.milvus.aero/retouren
The Milvus Apparel LLC is not responsible for any damage caused due to not reading or ignoring of these instructions by the user.
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